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Consultation with children and young people in kinship care 
 
The Children and Young People (Scotland) Act passed was in March 2014. Part 
13 of the Act introduces a new duty on local authorities to provide information, 
advice and support to eligible kinship care families who are thinking about 
applying for or who have a kinship care order. 
 
As well as consulting kinship carers about the changes to legislation and 
support, the National Kinship Care Service was asked by the Scottish 
Government to gather information and views in summer 2014 from children and 
young people in kinship care. The aim was to collect the views and opinions of 
children and young people on what types of support could help them and their 
kinship care families. The results will help the Scottish Government formulate 
secondary legislation for Part 13 of the Act which will set out the detail of kinship 
care assistance. The surveys also sought to generate more information about 
children and young people living in kinship care. 
 
Methodology 
 
The consultation with children and young people consisted of a paper and 
online survey. We received 177 responses. The survey can be found in 
appendix A. 
 
The survey captured information about children and young people living in 
kinship care arrangements, including their age, gender, who looks after them 
and how long they have been living in kinship care. It also sought details on the 
home lives of these young people, including what they do after school and at 
weekends, what activities they feel they are missing out on, and whether they 
have contact with a social worker. The final section of the survey sought views 
and opinions on what types of help and support would be most useful to them 
and their kinship care families, and offered space for children and young people 
to express any further views that they felt had not been covered in the rest of 
the survey.  
 
The National Kinship Care Service sent the survey to all our individual kinship 
care contacts and our kinship care groups’ contacts by email and post for them 
to pass on to the children in their care. An online version was also created for 
children and young people to complete. We sent the survey to all our local 
authority contacts asking for their help to distribute the questionnaire to their 
kinship care contacts. The Lighthouse Foundation also distributed the 
questionnaire to all of their kinship care contacts. We advertised the 
consultation in our monthly kinship care newsletters.  
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All survey findings were provided to the Scottish Government along with this 
report. 
 
The survey was designed to be accessible by children of all ages. The 
questions required participants to tick one or multiple answers rather than write 
their answers, but spaces were made available for further comments for those 
who wanted to add more details. Questions 3, 6, 7 and 8 contain a range of 
options and the respondents were encouraged to tick or choose as many or as 
few of the answers as they felt were relevant. 
 
It should be noted when reading the report that in certain instances the surveys 
have been filled out by the carers of the children and young people; in some 
cases where the children were too young to take part, or needed help to answer 
certain questions, they have been assisted by a responsible adult. It should also 
be kept in mind that some respondents did not answer every question in the 
survey. For ease of reading, the percentage figures from the survey results are 
rounded up or down accordingly. 
 
Age and gender of children who took part 
 
The survey asked children and young people their age and whether they were 
male or female. The gender of respondents was well balanced, with 80 male 
and 81 female participants.  
 
The majority of young people who took part in the survey were of primary 
school age. 54, almost one third of all participants, were aged between 5 and 8, 
while another 54 were 9 to 11 years old. The age groups that were least 
represented were 0-4 and 17-18. This is not surprising given that many children 
aged 0-4 would be too young to complete the survey and by the time young 
people reach the ages of 16 and 17 they may no longer be subject to formal 
kinship care arrangements. 
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How old are you? 
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Who looks after you? 
 
Next the survey asked children and young people who looks after them. 
Participants were able to choose from a number of options; for instance, some 
children said they were looked after by one grandparent and others were looked 
after by both. In a small number of cases, children were looked after by more 
than two adults. 
 
None of the participants indicated that they were looked after by a brother or 
sister, cousin, or friend. The majority of respondents (75 per cent) told us they 
were looked after by their Granny and a sizeable number (45 per cent) were 
looked after by their Grandad. 31 young people told us they were living with 
their Aunty and 14 said their Uncle looked after them. One respondent was 
living with their neighbour. 
 
Ten per cent of those who took the survey chose the ‘other’ option as the rest of 
the choices did not reflect their living situation. Answers in this section included 
three young people who were living with both their Great Aunt and Uncle, with a 
further young person being looked after solely by their Great Aunt. Five were 
being looked after by their Great Grandad, Great Granny, or both. Six children 
and young people were living with their dad along with other relatives. 
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How long have you been living with them? 

How long have you been living with them? 
 
The survey asked participants how long they had been living with their kinship 
carer(s). Most children and young people appear to be in long standing stable 
kinship care arrangements, with 45 per cent having lived under kinship care for 
over 5 years and a further 25 per cent having done so for between 3 and 5 
years. Over a quarter of respondents told us they have lived with their kinship 
carer(s) for 1 to 3 years. A small but significant number of children and young 
people were in relatively new kinship care arrangements that had lasted less 
than a year or less than six months.  
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Do you have a social worker? 
 
The survey asked participants to tell us if they and their kinship carer(s) had 
contact with a social worker. Over half of the children and young people we 
surveyed, 91, were involved with social work, but a further 74 told us that they 
were not. Three respondents were not sure whether they had contact with a 
social worker or not. 
 

 
 
 
What do you do after school or at weekends? 
 
The survey asked children and young people to tell us what activities they did 
outside of school in the evenings and at weekends. There were eight options to 
choose from covering a range of activities and participants were asked to select 
as many options as applied to them, and many ticked several or even all of the 
activities on offer. They were also encouraged to include any other activities 
that were not covered by the eight options. 
 
The most popular weekend or after-school activity was watching TV, included in 
83 per cent of responses, while a large number of responses also mentioned 
meeting up with friends and doing homework. Many of the participants also 
spent their free time going to the shops, and just under half of responses 
indicated that they go to either a sports club or a youth club.   
 
A small but significant number told us that they cook dinner (eight per cent) and 
looked after family members (four per cent). These responses highlight the 
issue of young carers who, while being subject to kinship care arrangements, 
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are taking on caring responsibilities of their own, be that for the elderly relatives 
they live with, younger siblings or others. Children and young people living in 
these situations need extra support themselves and it is important that this is 
recognised under the new support available for families subject to a kinship 
care order. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Over half of the responses indicated that there were other activities they did in 
their free time that were not mentioned on the survey. There were a variety of 
different responses, often with several different activities mentioned; for 
example, one response listed ‘playing with my dogs, computer, phone, got to 
golf, riding’. Other responses listed just one activity, such as ‘bake fairy cake’, 
‘skatepark’, or ‘go on outings with gran and grandad’. Many participants 
mentioned outdoor and leisure activities like swimming, going to the park with 
friends, playing sports like football and golf and playing with siblings and 
relatives. Others mentioned going to Scouts, Brownies and classes on dance, 
gymnastics and martial arts. Playing computer and video games was another 
popular activity. 
 
Other responses expressed the difficulties that many children and young people 
living in kinship care arrangements face on a daily basis. One response told us 
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they visited their dad at the weekend, and another said ‘visit my dad, but not my 
mum’. 
 
 
What new things would you like to do after school or at the weekends? 
 
The survey asked children and young people to tell us what new activities they 
would like to get involved in during the weekends and after school. Again there 
were eight options to choose from, as many or as few as applied and space for 
details of further activities. All the options were popular with many children and 
young people choosing several or all of the activities. 
 
The activities that stood out the most were going to the cinema at 65 per cent, 
and going to a leisure centre at 54 per cent. Based on what kinship carers have 
told us in other surveys and engagement this perhaps highlights some of the 
challenges faced by kinship care families around financial support and free 
access to leisure centres. We know that such leisure activities can be costly and 
many kinship carers cannot afford to pay for these activities, which is why they 
are so sought after by the children and young people who responded to the 
survey. They are telling us clearly that they want to take part in many of the 
activities enjoyed by other young people their age, but recognise that their 
current circumstances do not allow this. 
 
Other popular choices for new activities were meeting up with friends and going 
to the park. The implication is that the participants want opportunities to make 
new friends and meet up and engage with people of a similar age. This interest 
in socialising is also reflected by those who chose playing new sports (39 per 
cent), taking part in art activities (25 per cent) and going to an after school club 
or youth club (both 23 per cent) as hobbies they would like to get involved in 
during their free time. As with visiting leisure centres and the cinema, the cost of 
such clubs and activities may be preventing children and young people in 
kinship care arrangements from taking part. 
 
Over a quarter of respondents chose activities not listed in the survey that they 
would like to take part in. Several told us they would like to get involved in 
gymnastics, swimming, and other sporting activities like badminton, basketball, 
athletics and fencing. Other responses highlighted leisure interests that many 
young people experience but that kinship care families may be unable to afford 
or find time to do. These included ‘holidays’, ‘camping, weekends away’ and 
‘buy shoes’. One young person said ‘i want to go to a lot of places but they cost 
a lot of money’. 
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What extra support would you like to have? 
 
The survey asked children and young people to identify any support that they 
thought would be of help to them in their everyday lives. Some participants did 
not select any of the options, but others chose several types of extra support 
that they felt would be of benefit. 
 
38 per cent of respondents told us that they did not need any further help or 
support, while 16 per cent indicated they were unsure whether or what support 
was needed. In around one third of the responses children and young people 
told us that they would like support to help them with feelings about living away 
from their parents. From our work with kinship carers we know many children in 
kinship care will experience complex emotions about living away from their 
parents and other family members, some will have experienced trauma and 
some may display attachment issues. The high number choosing this response 
shows that more needs to be done to support all children in kinship care. Family 
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support, trauma recovery, anger management and life story support services for 
example could all help support children in kinship care and should particularly 
be available for those subject to a kinship care order.  
 
Help with schoolwork was chosen by 29 per cent of those who responded 
echoing a support need highlighted by kinship carers in the adult consultation. 
To meet this need, additional support for learning in school should be available 
for all children who need it. Helping kinship carers to understand the education 
system and feel more confident in helping their children with homework and 
home study could also meet this support need. The national kinship care 
service provides a short online film about the Curriculum for Excellence and will 
ensure this is publicised widely.1 
 
13 per cent of children and young people told us they want further support when 
visiting their mum or dad, highlighting that if contact arrangements are in place, 
these visits can be a challenging experience for children and young people.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
1
 http://www.children1st.org.uk/what-we-do/our-services/search-our-services/kinship-

care/resources/short-films-for-kinship-carers/  

http://www.children1st.org.uk/what-we-do/our-services/search-our-services/kinship-care/resources/short-films-for-kinship-carers/
http://www.children1st.org.uk/what-we-do/our-services/search-our-services/kinship-care/resources/short-films-for-kinship-carers/
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30 per cent of responses also indicated that talking and spending time with a 
new fun grown up would be a welcome form of support. Through befriending 
services, young people can be matched up with a fully-trained adult volunteer 
and take part in activities and outings, including some of the new activities and 
experiences mentioned by the participants in this survey. Befriending can help 
improve young people’s confidence and can offer a few hours of respite for 
kinship carers who may be struggling to cope with taking on the full time care of 
a young person. The responses indicate there is a strong demand for this kind 
of service among the children and young people involved. One participant’s 
comment highlights these challenges and the type of support that would make a 
difference:  
 
‘I would like to go swimming or football clubs but my gran is not always able to 
take me due to illness, so I miss out. I would like if someone could take me and 
my gran would get a break too while I am there’. (5-8 year old) 
 
A smaller but significant number of respondents told us that they would like 
support with caring for family members, which again stresses the importance of 
taking the needs of young carers into account and recognising that those living 
in kinship care arrangements may have caring responsibilities of their own to 
contend with. This echoes the need for “respite” that many kinship carers have 
told us they need; from carers and cared for this appears to be the key support 
need. 
 
Some participants mentioned other types of support that would help them and 
their families not already listed. One response mentioned ‘more support to do 
more sports on weekends with my brother’ would be of help to them, and that 
‘Nana and Papa do there very best, but we are very active kids!’. One young 
person told us they would like ‘someone to talk to about my situation’, and 
another said they wanted ‘support with helping me not have nightmares’. Other 
forms of help mentioned included ‘support for seeing my siblings’ and support 
‘to take driving lessons’.  
 
The varied nature of these responses highlights the wide range of support 
structures that are required by many children and young people living in kinship 
care, and that it is very much dependent on individual circumstances what kind 
of support – financial, emotional, or other – is needed. 
 
Is there anything else you would like to tell us? 
 
Several respondents took up the opportunity offered by the survey to tell us 
more about their lives and circumstances. There were positive comments about 
kinship care arrangements, including ‘I like staying at nanas’ and ‘I am happy 
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living with my gran and grampa’. One young person indicated they were happy 
but that they recognised the challenges faced by their kinship care family:  
 
‘It is awesome staying with my aunt, she takes us lots of places and does lots 
with us, but i feel sad for her as she has no money left as i think she uses it to 
make us feel happy and good.’ 
 
Others commented on the financial pressures of living in a kinship care family, 
and the stress this can put on their carers. One young person told us ‘my 
granny is fun sometimes but she is not young anymore I worry about her and 
money is tight’, while another said ‘Nana and Papa do everything for me and my 
sister. they sometimes say they have old bones’. One participant took issue with 
the fact that ‘people in kinship care don’t seem to get help as people in Foster 
care. Just cause people live with family members doesn’t mean they have less 
problems than people in care’.   
 
A number of young people took the chance to tell us about contact 
arrangements with their birth parents. Responses included ‘I see my mum once 
a month if she turns up, I see my dad twice a week’, ‘Gran takes me to visit my 
dad’, and ‘I see my dad once a week’. For some the situation is complex and 
clearly difficult emotionally: 
 
‘I would like to see my dad he knows where i stay but he doesn’t come’;  
 
‘mum and dad take drugs and alcohol. I have 1 big sister i see, 3 little sister i 
don’t. Mum never turns up or phones. i see dad some times’.  
 
This further underlines the need for help and support for children who are 
dealing with the emotional fallout of living apart from their parents and other 
family members.   
 
 
Conclusion and recommendations 
 
The survey responses give an interesting insight into the lives of children and 
young people living in kinship care. The majority of participants live with one or 
more of their grandparents although there were a variety of different 
arrangements, several consisting of one carer and some including as many as 
three adults. 
 
The majority of the children and young people who responded had been living 
under these arrangements for over 5 years, giving an impression of stability and 
longevity. It is important to recognise too, though, that there were a small and 
significant number for whom kinship care arrangements were a relatively or 
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completely new experience, and that long-running arrangements will also need 
support. 
 
It is clear from some responses on weekend and after-school activities that a 
number of young people in kinship care live active and healthy childhoods with 
a range of different experiences. However, other responses hinted at or made 
explicit the fact that these young people feel they are missing out on certain 
experiences and that they face other challenges on a daily basis. That several 
children and young people selected looking after relatives as an activity implies 
that they spend at least some of their free time concentrating on caring 
responsibilities of their own. It is also significant that many children and young 
people chose going to the cinema and going to a leisure centre as new activities 
that they would like to do. What is often a normal activity for most children is in 
some cases an unaffordable luxury for those living in kinship care. 
 
The support outlined in secondary legislation for Part 13 of the Children and 
Young People Act must recognised the variety of support needs of children and 
young people in kinship care. Specifically, the support offered to families must 
help children with their complex feelings as a result of living away from their 
parents and the trauma and attachment issues they may display. A number of 
children and young people told us they need support with parental contact 
arrangements in place, and the Scottish Government must consider how to 
support these emotionally as well as practically. Support at school and with 
school work should also be provided and we recommend that the additional 
support for learning framework is made more readily available for all children in 
kinship care who need it. 
 
Befriending was chosen by a large number of participants, and CHILDREN 1ST 
recommends that this, along with the other supports highlighted in this report, 
should be included in a menu of different support services outlined within 
secondary legislation for Part 13 of the Act.  
 
Befriending provides children and young people with a positive role model who 
can help increase their confidence, offer a listening and supportive ear while 
also taking part in fun activities the young person may not have access to. 
Offering this support will provide the kinship carer a break from caring 
responsibilities as well as the child if they are a young carer. This form of 
“respite” and a break away from caring responsibilities or simply a desire to 
socialise with others also echoes the respite support many kinship carers have 
been asking for and is a key issue that should be addressed within secondary 
legislation.  Additionally, many participants showed a desire to attend extra 
curricula activities and consequently we recommend all children subject to a 
kinship care order are provided with free or affordable access to leisure 
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facilities, after school clubs and sporting and other activities to help ensure they 
are healthy, active, have fun and can socialise with others. 
 
A small but significant number of children and young people who responded to 
the survey specifically referenced concern about family finances demonstrating 
a requirement to address kinship care families’ financial needs as well. 
 
The responses from children and young people make clear that there is a need 
for wide-ranging support, but that it should be based on individual 
circumstances and needs of kinship care families in order to be most effective.  
The secondary legislation of Part 13 of the Children and Young People Act must 
deliver this and ensure children and young people get the right support at the 
right time. 
 
 
 
For more information about the national kinship care service or this report, 
please contact: policy@children1st.org.uk 
 


